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The topic of my paper, "The Changing Roles of Canadian Men- 
nonite Women," suggests an assumption that women's roles have 
indeed changed. Yet, an assumption wl1ic11 should not be made is that 
women's roles of the past were always inferior while today's women are 
in every way ahead of their mothers. A close examination may show that 
for every few steps towards greater emancipation, there is always a small 
shuffle backwards. In this paper I will very generally sketch some of t l ~ e  
ways in which Canadian Mennonite women have experienced a change 
in their roles in the 20th century, in the context of the changing roles of 
women in Canadian society at large. At the outset I will briefly describe 
the nature of women's history in order to help us understand why we 
should study Canadian Mennonite women at all. 

The Why and How of Women's History 

Women's l~istory as a separate field emerged along with the 
increased interest in social history of the past two decades and was given 
impetus by the feminist movement which introduced the element of 
women's studies into all disciplines. To undertake women's history 
means to explore a dimension of past events wl1ic11 has been neglected in 
traditional historical researcl~ and writing. This involves the recognition 
that history has not only an objective, academic purpose, but that to 
understand the history of any group is important for their own sense of 
self. Historians Rut11 Pierson and Alison Prentice say that "The sense of 
self depends on having a sense of one's past. To the extent that modern 
women have been denied, in the historical canon, all but the faintest 
glimpses of their own history, they are like victims of amnesia. "l 

The absence of women in history demonstrates that history presents 



a problem in sampling, that no history is completely comprehensive, and 
that until recently, most of history has been written by the dominant and 
powerful groups of society and thus represents the interests and biases of 
those groups. The activities and influences of women in the context of the 
past represent what Elise Boulding calls "the underside of history,"2 the 
unrecorded and the little told. 

One can think of women's history in a number of ways. It can be a 
re-interpretation of history from the female perspective - a study of the 
wars, the institutions, the migrations, and the political affairs from the 
vantage of the secondary actors and the hidden observers. Ruth Unrau, 
author of Encircled, says that women were not absent when history was 
being made, despite what the record may imply. "She was there when 
the church divided, she was there when a conference had its first meet- 
ing. While they prepared food for the church leaders, women listened 
and made judgments."3Exploring these bacltroom judgments provides a 
fuller understanding and allows us to examine the "underside" dimen- 
sions of well-known events. 

Women's history can also seelt to discover and describe the spheres 
of activity that have traditionally been unique to women. This approach 
recognizes that men and women have historically predominated in sepa- 
rate and specific activities4 and that the importance of women's sphere, 
the household, has been underestimated in the writing of history.5 Using 
this method, topics such as the domestic arts, childbirth and childrearing, 
female networks, and women's sexuality and reproductive life are given 
more visibility and become worthy of academic study. The rituals and 
traditions of "women's culture" as it has been termed, "help assign a 
distinctive texture to female experience, and give women a particular past 
that cannot be presumed to mirror the portion of male reality that most 
historians have chosen to highlight."6 Both approaches to women's 
history are valuable in the search to uncover the underside. 

The search for women in history is not without some unique obsta- 
cles to overcome. Initially, women seem invisible in the making of history 
but this is because their insights or accomplishments usually went offi- 
cially unrecorded. An obvious problem in locating primary written source 
material is that archival holdings are rarely catalogued under women's 
history or related topics. The personal papers of women - the few that 
exist or have been considered worthy of preservation - such as corre- 
spondence, diaries, and journals are generally found in family collections 
under the husband's name and organized according to subject matter 
relating to his significance. A step towards overcoming this problem is a 
broadening of the definition of what constitutes an historical source. The 
use of "recipes, songs, cooking and cleaning equipment, handwork, 
wearing apparel and photographs" have been suggested as aids in 
serious analyses of women's position in any given ~oc ie ty .~  



A significant impediment to women's historiography is what might 
be termed the "great man" approach to history, which considers "the 
powerful and the organized" the only actors worthy of attention.8 Such a 
slant towards the ideas and activities of a community's leaders results in 
an injustice not only to women but also to the men who were not leaders 
of institutions and organizations. Mennonite history has also commonly 
followed this tendency, which is ironic in a history about a "priesthood of 
all believers." To focus on leaders is not entirely misleading, because 
often personalities, leadership sturggles and individual initiatives have 
indeed been more formative in history than any other factor. But equally 
often we have "canonized" our institutional leaders, interpreting certain 
events and eras only through them, thereby neglecting the numerous less 
prominent persons who, individually or collectively, shaped the move- 
ment of time. 

Katie Funk Wiebe expressed the concern that "our cultural heritage 
has reinforced the idea that greatness belongs to officialdom" and thus in 
the writing of Mennonite history, lay persons are rarely mentioned and 
"women become a diffused segment of the mass of humanity which has 
no definitive characteristics."g Women, in particular, are overlooked in 
the "great man" approach, because, as wives, sisters and mothers, they 
were rarely in the public sphere and consequently, "their stories [are] 
ommitted or given glancing notice."1° 

Not all women are totally absent, but as one historian of women has 
observed, studies of women tend to portray their subjects as "heroines or 
saints," whose every deed was admirable and altruistic and who, when 
placed on such a pedestal, seem isolated and out of context with little 
relationship to their s o ~ i e t y . ~  They are put into the mold established by 
the great man approac l~ .~  

Another problem in doing history about Mennonite women, a 
dilemma which exists for all women, is that when we do find women in 
the historical record, they are often described in terms of the influence 
they have exerted on men or the support which they have provided. This 
prevailing approach clings to the "clicl16", as it has been called," that 
behind every successful, accomplished man in history is a long-suffering, 
hard-working, patient woman. This assumes that women are content in 
their role as influencer and have no qualities or gifts of their own meriting 
discussion. Furthermore, it is frequently an inaccurate picture of how 
they perceive themselves. 

A glaring difficulty in doing research on Mennonite women is that 
until recently, women were identified primarily by their husband's 
name. In periodicals, letters, even the official record of women's organi- 
zations, women are referred to as Mrs. Menno Snyder or Sister Ben 
Janzen. A 1952 example of this is as follows: "Among our women who are 
attending the World Conference in Basel, Switzerland, are Sisters Allen 



Erb, Anson Horner, Paul Mininger, Amra Hostetler, Raymond Wenger, 
John Alger, Nelson Kauffman."14 Thus, if one wants to find out about a 
particular women, one must first find out about her husband. 

Promoting women's history, and the study of women generally, is 
impeded also by the hesitancy of many Mennonite women to be associ- 
ated with what might be perceived as a "Women's Lib cause." Their 
conditioned modesty, humility, self-denial and obedience often prevents 
a wholehearted and assertive embrace of issues that concern injustices 
which are very personal.15 Sharon Klingelsmith agrees that the lack of 
work done on the history of Mennonite women can be attributed partly to 
the fact tl~at "Mennonites have been a quiet people and t l~e  women 
almong them have been an even quieter group."l6 The traditional rejec- 
tion of trends that were of the world further reinforces the hesitancy to 
join a feminist bandwagon. One woman, expressing her fear of speaking 
up, demonstrates this prevalent quality of under-confidence. She says: 

. . . occasionally there are issues that I feel so strongly about that I 
really wish that people wouldn't think I was queer when I do feel I have to 
express them. And right away they think you're bossy or a dominant kind 
of woman, that there's something wrong with you if you feel compelled to 
express your opinion.17 

A final and obvious pitfall in doing research on any Mennonite- 
related theme is the diversity of Mennonites themselves. In this paper, I 
will attempt neither to limit myself to one grouping of Mennonites nor to 
representing the experiences of them all. For the most part, my discussion 
draws from the Ontario Swiss Mennonite experience. Groups which 
have been nelgected, primarily because sources are less accessible, 
include the conservative groups of both Swiss and Russian backgrounds. 

Despite the above-mentioned obstacles, there is a growing Men- 
nonite women's historiography. Three collections of women's biography 
have been published to date, beginning wit11 Mary Lou Cummings Ftill 
Circle: Stories of Melznolzite Wollzelz in 1978, followed by Elaine Sommers 
Rich Melzlzolzite Wonzelz: A Story of God's Faiflzfrilness, 1783-1983 in 1983, and 
Ruth Unrau's Elzcircled: Stories of Melzlzolzite Wollzeiz in 1986. Currently in 
preparation is a collection of stories about Ontario Swiss Mennonite 
women. One hopes that this trend will continue and that more research 
and writing will take place that not only provides isolated and anecdotal 
stories of women but also interpretive studies which consider women's 
overall contribution to the history. 

The roles of Mennonite women in Canada have not changed in a 
progressive linear manner, from a state of low status and inequality, 
steadily gaining ground to reach a point of higher status and greater 
equality as one might say exists now. Rather, their roles have changed in 
waves (a common term in feminist theory), ebbing and flowing, with a 
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few steps forwards, then a few steps back, in some decades progressing, 
in others regressing. These waves can generally be compared to historical 
changes in society at large and are not primarily due to internal factors 
unique to the Mennonites. One can see where women in secular society 
have achieved greater visibility, so too have Mennonite women 
advanced. When society has entered a more conservative phase, and the 
pace of change in women's roles slows down, then Mennonite women 
also experience setbacks. Thus, it is important to study the history of 
Canadian Mennonite women not in isolation but within the context of the 
culture around them. This applies also to Mennonites generally, but is a 
particularly helpful tool when the underside of one cultural group has 
more in common with the underside of another group than with the 
dominant elements of their own group.18 That is, at times Mennonite 
women may have more of a common perspective with non-Mennonite 
women than wit11 Mennonite men. 

Mennonite women have gained in status and opportunity at those 
times when it had been advantageous to the community or when unusual 
circumstances necessitated a departure from norms of bel~aviour. Several 
examinations of the early Anabaptists concluded that the women were 
equal participants in desseminating the new-found faith - as preachers, 
martyrs and prophets - and suggested that the survival of the Anabaptist 
community made it imperative that women speak out.19 More recent 
research suggests that this conclusion was exaggerated, that Anabaptist 
women were subordinate in their roles.20 There is little evidence in the 
historical record that confirms either theory. Nevertheless, it seems IikeIy 
that views of women and their roles altered from what they had been 
prior to the shalteup of the Reformation. 

The First Half-Century 

The late 19th century and t l~e  first two decades of the 20th were a 
time of opening doors for women, both in the churcl~ and outside of it. 
This period witnessed a tremendous growth in the public activity of 
women - the suffragists got their start in Canada and reform-minded, 
middle-class movements were often spear-headed by women in 
response to the effects of industrial capitalism, urbanization, immigration 
and other social changes which caracterized entry into the modern era. 21 
Most mainline Protestant churches had women's missionary societies 
forming in the latter half of the 19th century as a reaction to social decay 
seen at home but also in response to the modern missionary movement 
which was part of the spiritual awakening occurring at the time.22 The 
growth of women's organizations reflected the desire of women, and 
society's need for tl~em, to move from the domestic sphere alone to active 
participation in society. 



Not coincidentally, there was a surge of women's activity in the 
Mennonite church23 at the turn of the century, largely due to new chan- 
nels of involvement opened up by the church as a whole. The introduc- 
tion of Christian education in the form of Sunday School, and the 
increased missionary and evangelistic outreach, meant that women could 
now hold positions as Sunday School teachers, missionaries, dea- 
conesses, writers for religious periodicals, and activities in women's 
missionary societies.24 The creation of administrative and educational 
institutions provided an arena for this. Elaine Sommers Rich says that it 
was not unusual for women to give the Sunday morning message during 
the first two decades of the 20th century,25 particularly missionary 
women home on furlough. 

Women's place was still seen by society primarily as wife, mother, 
and caretaker of the home, but it was recognized that her "mothering" 
qualities could also be applied to the areas of mission work, teaching, and 
nursing.'6 This attitude was not unlike that of the suffragists, who 
demanded access to the vote for the purpose of preserving morality in 
society, defending the sanctity of the family, and bringing to bear on 
society femal virtue and civility.27 it was felt that women could best do 
some of the nurturing of children required in Sunday School, that they 
had qualities of caregiver and servant needed in mission work and partic- 
ularly in overseas missions, if one wanted to evangelize both male and 
female nonbelievers, then a female presence was certainly going to be 
helpful. *8 

The first organized Mennonite women's group in Canada - a 
sewing circle -was formed by Ontario Swiss women i111908, taking their 
cue from their sisters south of the border who began organizing in the 
1890s. This was only the beginning of women's work in a formal, 
organized sense, because prior to the formation of women's societies, 
women met regularly to socialize and sew together, often to make gar- 
ments for needy families in their local community. In the Ontario setting, 
it's significant that Mennonite and Amish women's societies formally 
organized together as a district in 1917, some years before their two 
conferences began to cooperate officially.29 

Separate organizations for women did not come into existence 
without some opposition. One woman, reminiscing years later about the 
origins of the sewing circles, spoke about the odds against w11icl1 the early 
leaders struggled, that "many people were at first suspicious" and that 
"support was meagre."30 Another woman recalled that "discoura- 
gements were many and opposition ~trong,"~l t l~e latter particularly from 
male church leaders who perceived the women's organized missionary 
interets as a challenge to the work of conference mission boards. 

These tensions climaxed in the late 1920s wit11 the now well-docu- 
mented "takeover"32 of the Mennonite Women's Missionary Society by 
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the Mennonite Board of Missions and Charities of the Mennonite 
Church.33 Though the church leaders recognized the value of women's 
sewing work, because it was "distinctly women's work," they felt that 
the involvement of the women's groups in the support of missionaries 
would have a divisive influence in the church.34 The women involved 
acquiesced without much struggle - they had little experience with 
institutional conflict - but their correspondence shows outward indigna- 
tion, and "inwardly they wept."35 

The General Conference women's societies, formally organized in 
1917, did not experience completely clear sailing at the beginning either. 
Though they were not directly opposed by their conference, it was an 
uphill battle to gain sincere recognition and acceptance from the hier- 
archy. 36 

Though these events occurred in the United States, tremors of the 
controversy were felt in Canada, as the women's groups of the Ontario 
and Alberta-Saskatchewan conferences had ties with their American 
counterparts and the president of the Mennonite Women's Missionary 
Society at the time of the takeover was a Canadian, Mary Nahrgang 
Cressman. Ontario ministers were said to be frequently more supportive 
of the women's cause than they were south of the border.37 

This act of pulling the rug from under the feet of the women's 
organization reflected the fact, as Jim Juhnke has observed, that in the 
1920s the pace of change slowed in the opening of opportunities to 
women. 38 This period has been described as a Repre~s ion ,~~  a time when 
the blossoming for women which had occurred at the beginning of the 
century experienced a setback as authoritarianism crept into the church 
and society, possibly resulting from post-war caution and the attempt by 
more conservative elements in society and the church to put the reins on 
the progressive changes underway.40 

For women in t l ~ e  Mennonite Church this meant, in part, being 
subjected to a restrictive dress code formulated by a committee of men. 
The question of modest, nonconforming dress had long been addressed 
by Mennonites but it was not until the 1920s that specific standards on 
women's headgear were decided upon and regulated.41 Dress regula- 
tions, which included the wearing of the plain coat for the men, generally 
affected the women most and particularly prescriptive headgear was 
always more of an issue. Frank Epp in Volume 2 of Metztzotzites itz Cnlzndn 
observed that "women were understandably resentful of a standard that 
was applied more stringently to them than to the men. The latter were 
hard-pressed to justify this discrepancy. "4' 

The devotional head covering was considered to be symbolic of a 
God-given and natural order in which women were secondary to men. 
Oscar Burkholder, an Ontario minister, in 1930 said that women who 
refused to wear the head covering were "usurping man's position and 
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condemnation of women's "agitation for equality according to male 
standards"43 seemed a clear response to the trend, both within the 
Mennonite constituency and society at large, towards a higher profile for 
women outside the home. 

The wearing of regulation headgear by women was one of the issues 
at the heart of a controversial church split in Kitchener in the mid-1920s, 
when the Stirling Avenue congregation came into being, but nowhere in 
chronicles of this event do we find the perspective of the women 
involved. They were essentially scapegoats caught in the middle of per- 
sonality conflicts and power struggles between the autl~ority of the tra- 
ditionalists and the resistance of the modernists.44 The head covering 
became for several decades a constant reminder to women that their roles 
particularly in the church were limited and that humility and submission 
were required to both God and men. 

These difficulties were not exclusive to Swiss Mennonite women. In 
some Russian Mennonite churches in the west, an unspoken rule existed 
that once a woman married, she had to start wearing a hat to cl1urch.45 
This practice seems to reflect her relationship wit11 man much more than 
her relationship wit11 God. 

World War I1 and On 

The 1940s and 1950s brought many changes, some which created 
new opportunities for women, while others inhibited their progress. For 
Mennnonites, World War I1 and its aftermath meant upheaval in the 
community and the churcl~, and within this turmoil women found them- 
selves undertaking new tasks and bearing responsibilities demanded by 
the times. The following decade, the 1950s, brought prosperity and sta- 
bility to society, and to the Mennonites, and as is often the case during 
more settled times, the status quo predominated over radical change and 
progress for women levelled off. 

For Canadian society, involved in a costly world war, women sud- 
denly were recognized as a major resource. During World War 11, Cana- 
dian women entered both the armed forces and the public workforce in 
unprecedented numbers. Approximately 50,000 women, or 2% of the 
female population aged 16-45, entered t l ~ e  various services open to 
women in the armed forces. 46 As well, they temporarily left the home to 
work fullforce in voluntary organizations, probably their greatest contri- 
bution to the war effort. 

To compensate for the depleted reserve of male civilian labour, the 
Canadian government launched a campaign to lure women out of the 
home and into the public workforce, a plan wl~ich at its peak in 1944 saw 
about 1,077,000 Canadian women in full-time paid employment, an 
increase from 638,000 at the outset of the war in 1939.47 These were 
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frequently in traditionally male jobs such as  agic1~lt1~re and shin-build- I- 

ing. What seemed to be an emancipation of women's roles, however, was 
temporary and it was understood that once the crisis was over, women 
would respond to the "normal urge towards marriage, and home, and 
family life"48 and vacate jobs needed by returning servicemen. Ruth 
Pierson, a historian of Canadian women during the war, concludes: 
"Women's increased job opportunities during the war were not a recog- 
nition of their right to work, but rather because women were a convenient 
source of labour both for private industry and public service."49 

Following the war and into the 1950s, empl~asis was placed 011 re- 
establishing families and households.50 For women, this meant marry- 
ing, staying home, having babies, and living out the "postwar dream of 
domesticity." One writer described the 1950s as a period of "stifling 
domesticity" when "homemaking was magnified so that it appeared to 
demand a woman's entire waking attention."51 

But where do Mennonite women fit into all this? Being a nonresis- 
tant people, Mennonites experienced the war years differently from the 
majority of Canadians. T11us far research has concentrated on the struggle 
for military exemption and creation of alternative service for the men, and 
so we learn about their attitudes and activities to the exclusion of the 
women in the community. Katie Funk Wiebe has said: "Because the 
destiny of the Mennonites revolved around the way sons were involved 
in [conscientious objection] and not the way women experienced the 
truth of scripture, women's contribution was not as significant.' '52 

Obviously, Mennonite women would not have entered either the 
armed forces or the industrial workforce to the same extent as Canadian 
women generally, although some 55 Mennonite names appear in  records 
of women serving with the armed forces.53 Yet, in similar ways that other 
Canadian women took on new roles to aid the war effort, Mennonite 
women were also faced with new challenges and tasks to aid the non- 
resistant effort. One woman described the material assistance and moral 
support given to COs in camps and said: "We are representing a common 
cause and stand for the same principles . . . United we stand, divided we 
fa11."54 

They also experienced the hardships which occasionally resulted 
from the wartime activities of the menfolk. Catherine Schulz wrote in her 
diary that during World War 11, when her husband, Bishop David Schulz, 
was often on the road, her responsibility was "to keep everything 
organized at home."55 This sounds like an understatement of what must 
have been no small task for the wife of a church bishop in the days of large 
families and labour-intensive household work. 

Economic difficulties also occurred. The small remuneration 
received by conscientious objectors sometimes created hardship for their 
families, particularly when alternative service terms were extended for 



the duration of the war. Minus the support of a father, son, or husband, 
some households had difficulty staying afloat. One Rosthern-district 
woman warned the authorities that "unless my son is permitted to return 
[home] for the term suggested [3 months), it will have the effect of 
wrecking the health of myself and my children."56 Mennonite women, at 
least in Ontario, entered the public workforce in greater numbers, proba- 
bly more in the service sector such as domestic labour than in industry, 
possibly taking tl-te places of women who moved into new jobs in war 
industries. 57 

Where the talents and contributions of Mennonite women became 
most obvious was in the volunteer sector, in relief for war sufferers 
through tl-te work of women's organizations. Gladys Goering suggests 
that the 1940s and 1950s were a "golden era" for women's organiza- 
tions."58 It was during this time that existing groups grew and broadened 
their activities and many new groups were formed particularly among 
more recent Mennonite arrivals in western Canada. World War I1 and the 
post-war increase in overseas missions accelerated tl-te demai-tds for 
overseas material aid, and the church and relief agencies of the Men- 
nonites such as Mennonite Central Committee soon realized the potential 
in the helping hands of Mennonite women and capitalized on their ability 
to sew, knit, can, bundle and raise funds at a grassroots level. One 
woman remarked in tl-te early 1950s that as new churches were built and 
older ones remodelled, the plans would often include a sewing room. She 
interpreted this as increased recognition that women's work filled a 
valuable place in the church program. 59 

During tl-te 1940s and 1950s, MCC published a monthly women's 
activities newsletter, which was sent to women's groups to distribute 
information about relief needs overseas. 11-1 Ontario in 1939 one woman 
had the idea to unite the women's activities of the nonresistant cl~urcl-tes 
in the district, and as a result, the Nonresistant Relief Sewing Committee 
was organized and within a year they had collected a large amount of 
clothing to ship overseas. Thousai-td~ of dollars wort11 of clothing and 
food was sent overseas during and immediately following the war. 

Close ties developed between women's groups and overseas mis- 
sion workers such as John Coffman, MCC worker in England. He sent 
lengthy letters to the Ontario Mennonite women's organization, outlin- 
ing exactly what types of clothing were needed and wl-tat was unsuitable, 
often including detailed diagrams with precise measurements for 
clothing patterns, and relating stories of how tl-te shipments had been 
received. Women thus performed their version of alternative service by 
organizing themselves and providing material relief to war sufferers 
abroad. 

Also in Ontario, a "cutting room" was established in 1942 to facili- 
tate the production of clothing for overseas relief. Rather than collect 



ready-made garments to ship, which were sometimes inappropriate in 
style and fabric to the country where they were sent, a more suitable 
approach was to have a central depot which chose patterns, bought 
wholesale fabric in large quantity, and which was then sold to women's 
groups to sew up. This venture required administrative skills and busi- 
ness sense; the fact that it remains in operation today is evidence of it 
success. 

The centralization of clothing collection in this way was part of a 
general shift, largely on the urgings of overseas workers, toward raising 
money at home to be forwarded for the purchase of goods, rather than 
sending the goods themselves. Though this switch in emphasis made 
practical sense, particularly from the viewpoint of those receiving help, it 
de-personalized somewhat the role of women in relief work. As one 
woman said, it created "a certain emptiness" because much of the satis- 
faction derived from the work was in the sewing of seams and mending of 
tears. 60 

For many women, the sewing done in the context of women's 
groups was, and is, a form of ministry, one of the few avenues in the 
church for a woman to visibly exercise her spirituality and desire to 
"minister." One woman described her involvement in sewing circle as 
"a much needed outlet for . . . pentup spiritual emotions" which could 
not be expressed in a formal church setting.61As another woman put it, 
"Our faithful women who toil and sacrifice in the home or in a sewing 
circle group have the opportunity of giving the Master's touch of love 
through the garments they send forth."62 Women sewing for relief were 
not only sending articles of clothing, but were sending love and redemp- 
tion to those who experienced hardship. They were performing a unique 
priestly function. Another woman viewed the goal of her sewing circle as 
not "social and physical betterment alone but the winning of people for 
Christ and the Churc11."63 In this way they could fulfdl their desire to be 
ministers. 

While Canadian women were mobilizing to provide relief for war 
sufferers, the recipients of that relief were also playing a significant role in 
the malting of history. The post-war period saw some 8,000 Mennonites 
immigrate to Canada, mostly from war-torn Europe. The majority of 
these were individuals who had fled Russia with the retreating German 
army, and at the end of the war were destitute and homeless in Europe. A 
large portion of these were women who had lost husbands and fathers 
through unknown dispersion in the USSR. Among Mennonite immi- 
grants to Canada between the years 1947 and 1952, there were 1,077 
women whose husbands were either dead or missing compared to only 
177 men whose wives were dead or missing.G4 One church reported that 
among its new immigrant members from 1947-50, there were 78 women 
over 15 years of age and only 37 men. In 1962 there were stili 37 families 
without a male head.65 
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Many oi these reli~gee woiiieii came to Canada not kiiowing, some 
of themnever knowing, whether their husbands were dead or alive. They 
had to establish new lives for themselves and their children, which often 
meant remarrying. This presented a problem for many churches, and in 
1947 the General Conference Mennonite Church came to the conclusion 
that it was impossible to permit remarriage as long as it was uncertain 
whether the partner had died or not. The Mennonite Brethren took the 
same position.66 Two years later, the Conference of Mennonites in Can- 
ada ministers' conference decided that those who chose to remarry could 
not be received as members into the church, though they also could not be 
refused communion, if they chose to partake of it.67 Obviously this 
caused problems for many women who would have had difficulty obtain- 
ing economic security without a male partner. Single women often 
availed themselves of the services of the Mennonite girls' home estab- 
lished by General Conference Mennonites and Mennonite Brethren in 
western Canadian cities. 

The story of Susanna and Tina Toews, told in the book Trek to 
F~eedonz,~~ is one example of the courageous acts performed by women in 
unusually harsh circumstances. These two middle-aged sisters departed 
from their home in Russia in 1943 wit11 the German army and began a two 
and a half year journey through the Uluaine, Poland, and Germany to 
Holland, with the Russian army constantly at their heels. At one point in 
their trek they travelled with two 75-year old grandmothers, a19-year old 
girl and three small children. Many of the refugee women added to their 
home responsibilities by talting on the care of children not their own, 
often orphans. 69 

Among the displaced persons in Europe were unmarried women 
with illegitimate children, frequently victims of rape by soldiers or ban- 
dits, a not uncommon occurrence in Mennonite history but usually 
unmentioned because of the nature of the crime. Initially these children 
were deemed inadmissible to Canada under the "close relative scheme" 
offered by the Canadian government. J. J.  Thiessen, of the Colonization 
Board, made several appeals on behalf of the "unfortunate girls," guar- 
anteeing that the Mennonites in Canada would provide the "rehabili- 
tation" needed by these "war casual tie^."^^ Eventually the government 
did make allowance for several special cases. 

Though the gifts and creative resources of Mennonite women were 
summoned to meet the crisis situations created by the war and the years 
immediately following, this does not necessarily suggest that basic 
attitudes towards women changed at all. The potential for leadership and 
vision exl~ibited by women during the war was probably not recognized 
as having long-term benefit for the church. 

Women were broadening their activities in the church within the 
context of women's organizations, and in the decade following the war 
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greater numbers than before. Yet, conservative reactions were quick to 
surface as Mennonite women began to modernize. 

A Birth Control Committee, all-male, was established by the Men- 
nonite Conference of Ontario in1944, probably suspecting, and rightly so, 
that the use of contraception was a factor in the decreasing family size 
among their constituents. nTl~eir arguments against the practise - an evil 
greater than gluttony, drunkeness, self-abuse, and p ros t i t u t i~n~~  - were 
based in spiriual and nonco~lformist ideals, but also exhibited a naivety 
about the risks to health and lives which women took in bearing so many 
children, as was the case for Mennonite women in former year. 

This is but one example of an all-male committee making resolu- 
tions on t l ~ e  affairs of women, usually only after women have already 
acted of their own accord. In1956-57 a debate was held by the Association 
of Mennonite University Students on the topic "Resolved, that Men- 
nonite women assume a more active role in society." Yet it was only that 
year when the Association deleted "male" from t l ~ e  membersl~ip 
clause.73 They were beginning to recognize that women 11ad already 
entered higher education in substantial numbers. Perhaps they were also 
recognizing that women were already taking a more active role in society, 
whether t l ~ e  men had anything to say about it or not. 

Though in some cirlces, women were not discouraged from entering 
the worldorce or getting some post-secondary education, the home was 
still seen as the sphere where a woman could best utilize her talents. 
Marriage was still her primary goal as she entered adulthood and caring 
for her family the main goal, as we see in the Cnlzadinlz Me~z~zoizite's column 
of the late 1950s, "Conversation wit11 wives" and "Conversation wit11 
Mothers," or the radio broadcast for women, "Heart to Heart," which 
originated in the U.S.A. A profession such as nursing was considered 
acceptable for women in part because it was "wonderful discipline and 
training for a homemaker."T4 J. A. Toews emphasized the significance of 
women to the promotion of missions, because "they are the ones who 
will through the home provide the main motivation for missions in their 
influence on 0thers."~5 Teaching also was acceptable because of its nur- 
turing characteristics; one Mennonite minister said female teachers are 
"no worse than men," but they did not stay in the profession for "well- 
known reasons. "76 

More conservative thinkers, llowever, rejected any signs of a trend 
away from "Cl~urch, l t c h e n  and Children." Oscar Burkholder, for 
instance, suggested that perhaps some of the world's troubles would be 
alleviated "If all married women would suddenly stay at home [and] 
make their homes a desirable place for their husbands and children."77 

A significant step backwards occurred in 1957 when the Canadian 
Mennonite Brethren conference rescinded ordination for female mission- 



aries and changed it to a commi~sioning.~%atie Funk Wiebe viewed this 
step as compatible with the general conservative stance of the secular 
world toward women's roles following World War 11.79 Another reason 
could have been the fact that it may have been acceptable to ordain 
women for an overseas mission station, therefore far away and out of 
sight, but as home missions became more popular, suddenly it became 
uncomfortable to have ordained women so close to home. Perl~aps the 
ordination of women to a pulpit ministry would not be such a stumbling 
block now, if the practice had not undergone a reversal three decades 
previously. 

The post-war urbanization trend, though a factor in the moderniza- 
tion process, did not itself lead to a further emancipation of women. Paul 
Redelcop in a 1986 article, implies that patriarchy has existed in Mennote 
communities largely because they are agriculturally based.80 Thus one 
might assume that moving to the city would liberate the community from 
some of the vestiges of patriarchy. Though moving away from the rural 
setting increases the educational and employment opportunities for 
women, this in itself does not necessarily raise their significance to the 
community. Particularly for those women who remained caretakers of 
the home after the move to the city, emancipation may have actually 
regressed. In the setting of the family farm, the woman had well-defined 
economic roles and perceived herself, and was likely perceived by others, 
as an indispensible part of family production. She was in charge of much 
of the subsistence activity of the farm and in the reproduction of children 
to provide the hands that mantain the system.8lIn ideological terms she 
may not have been considered an equal to her husband, but in terms of 
the division of labour she was. In this way she was less allienated than her 
counterpart in the city. 

Recent Changes 

The past two decades have witnessed a similar pattern of action and 
reaction. Without going into much detail, one can think of the 1960s and 
1970s as a time when women's roles have been forced into transition 
mainly by the revitalized feminist movement. Though Mennonite 
women, along wit11 their secular sisters, may have increased their vis- 
ibility in higher education and the professions, and can be found more 
and more in employment outside the home, I would talce issue with Paul 
Redekop's assertion that "Mennonite women appear to be on the fore- 
front of the feminist revolution. "a2 Though many are critically examining 
their roles and attempting to change attitudes, the fact that they are acting 
within a close, church-oriented community means that they are fre- 
quently subject to the conservative or progressive whims of that commu- 
nity. Even though they are becoming more emancipated outside the 



church, their roles within the church seem to be changing at a siower 
pace, particularly during the conservative mood of the 1980s. Today there 
are many women who have chosen not to become involved in traditional 
women's orgal~izations, but neither are opportunities for church involve- 
ment increasing proportionately in areas such as administration and 
pulpit ministry. 

From Peter Hamm's recently released Colzfiiztlity and Clzalzge Alizoizg 

Calzndiaiz Melzlzolzite Brethl.elz, we learn that only about 20% of Canadian 
MBs would like to see greater numbers of women elected to positions of 
leadership, such as committees and boards, and oidy 5.6% favour the 
ordination of women to the ministry.83 Ontario Swiss Mennonites, gen- 
erally more progressive in this respect, have been slow in making the 
actual match the ideal. Though three women will be ordained this sum- 
mer (1987), adding to the four that currently exist, finding positions as a 
leading minister has proven to be difficult, and this is not because vacan- 
cies do not exist. Some churches simply declare themelves not ready for a 
female minister. Some women themselves fear that too much assert- 
iveness on their part will "scare the young men away" from positions of 
leadership.84 Wl~en a reasonable and sometimes equal number of women 
as men are found on churc11-related committees and boards, one some- 
times hears rumbli~~gs that the balance has shi£ted too far. Reaction is 
often quick to surface when it becomes apparent that women are making 
gains in the church setting. 

What one finally arrives at is a sense that women's roles have 
changed, to a greater extent at times when the Mennonite commullity 
and women in society are also in a state of flux, but tending to regress 
somewl~at during times of community stability and status quo. What is 
most evident is that a substantial amount of research needs to be done. 
We need to understand the history of women's relief work and how it 
contributed to, and quite possibly was the foundation for, the larger and 
more bureaucratized relief activities of the M e ~ ~ n o ~ ~ i t e  church. We need to 
examine t l~e  reproductive role of Mennonite women, because being preg- 
nant, or preventing pregnancy, giving birth, and raising children com- 
sumed the better part of their adult years. For the World War I1 era, we 
will want to know how Mennonite women gave expression to their 
nonresistant convictiol~s, or lack of them. We could also ask to what 
extent Mennonite women were caugl~t up in the "feminine mystique" 
experienced by other Canadian women during the 1950s. The stories of 
post-World War I1 refugee women need to be told and a history of the 
Mennonite girls' homes written. 

There is indeed an underside to Mennonite history. What lies there 
is a wealth of wisdom and talent, vision and courage, humour and pain. It 
is experience that Mennonites need to explore i£ they hope to approach an 
understanding of their past and a sense of self. The underside is waiting, 
no, demanding, to be uncovered. 
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